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Summer is almost upon us,
brighten your open spaces in
preparation.
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With the sunny season nearly here and the holiday
period commencing soon, there’s no better time to
enhance your local streets and parks with an
outfit by Exteria.
Whether you require seats, benches, table settings,
bins, drink fountains, bollards or shade structures,
we’re here to help.

What’s new?
We’re excited to announce the
release of our new modern
product designs!
Exteria is enthusiastic about our new product
designs anticipated for release in early 2015.
The new collection of contemporary designs are
produced with the same attention to superior

quality we deliver with our current extensive range
of products. By pairing hardwood and aluminium
materials with a sleek geometric profile designs,
we couple premium durability with modern
aesthetic to deliver elements that will transform
your open space.
We’d love to hear what you think. If you have any
comments, questions or suggestions please get
in touch.
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Colour trends
Parks that pack more punch
Western Australian parks, recreational areas
and urban environments integrate a playful
colour palette throughout the range public
furniture and supporting landscape surrounds.
Such a bold statement may concern the
conservative amongst us, but undoubtedly when
effective landscape design embraces a range of
coloured finishes and texture combinations, the
result can be awe-inspiring.
We believe the enhancement of open spaces and
public spaces reminds people why they are doing
what they are doing. That’s why we love creating
solutions that stimulate community happiness
to connect and experience public open spaces.
Exteria has enjoyed several recent projects and
was inspired by the innovative connection between
context and purpose.
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